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Cover: Happy New Year from everyone at Wildy’s.
There has been a flood of supplements in December and it is worth checking that your major works have the latest. This is easily done by checking your titles against our website.

New titles from Wildy, Simmonds & Hill due early in the new year include:

- *Personal Insolvency*
- *Change of Name: The Law and Practice*
- *Agricultural Tenancies*
- *Offshore Commercial Law in Bermuda*
- *Advisory Opinions of the International Court of Justice*
- *Partnership and LLP Law*

Happy New Year to all our customers.

‘Wildy’
MAJOR NEW TITLES THIS MONTH

For further details see our website: www.wildy.com

Alexander, Kern; Barnard, Catherine; Ferran, Ellis; Lang, Andrew; Moloney, Niamh, Brexit and Financial Services: Law and Policy, Hart Publishing, Hardback, £60.00, ISBN: 9781509915804


Baker, John, The Inns of Chancery 1340-1640, Selden Society, Hardback, £60.00, ISBN: 9780854232277

MAJOR NEW TITLES THIS MONTH – Continued

see www.wildy.com for further details


Bridge, Michael; Gullifer, Louise; Low, Kelvin; McMeel, Gerard, *The Law of Personal Property 2nd ed*, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd, Hardback, £255.00, ISBN: 9780414051010


MAJOR NEW TITLES THIS MONTH – Continued

see www.wildy.com for further details

Davies, Gillian; Caddick, Nicholas; Harbottle, Gwilym, *Copinger and Skone James on Copyright* 17th ed: 1st Supplement, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd, Paperback, £149.00, ISBN: 9780414064294


MAJOR NEW TITLES THIS MONTH – Continued

see www.wildy.com for further details


Eder, Bernard; Bennett, Howard; Berry, Steven; Foxton, David; Smith, Christopher, *Scrutton on Charterparties and Bills of Lading* 23rd ed: 1st Supplement, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd, Paperback, £125.00, ISBN: 9780414061651


MAJOR NEW TITLES THIS MONTH – Continued
see www.wildy.com for further details


MAJOR NEW TITLES THIS MONTH – Continued

see www.wildy.com for further details


Lane, Andrew; Cornerstone Barristers, *Cornerstone on Social Housing Fraud*, Bloomsbury Professional, Paperback, £75.00, [ISBN: 9781526502032](http://www.wildy.com)


MAJOR NEW TITLES THIS MONTH – Continued

see www.wildy.com for further details


MacDonald Eggers, Peter; Picken, Simon; Foss, Patrick, *Good Faith and Insurance Contracts 4th ed*, Informa Law from Routledge, Hardback, £375.00, ISBN: 9781138280403

MacFarlane, Katy; Driscoll, Morag; Kearney, Brian; Anderson, Lindsey, *Children’s Hearings (Scotland) Act 2011*, W. Green, Paperback, £55.00, ISBN: 9780414035355


McLaughlin, Mark; Shindler, Geoffrey; Davies, Paul; Ray, Ralph, Ray & McLaughlin’s Practical Inheritance Tax Planning, Bloomsbury Professional, Paperback, £130.00, ISBN: 9781526500731


Mellor, James; Llewelyn, David; Moody-Stuart, Thomas; Keeling, David; Berkeley, Iona; Kerlys, Kerly’s Law of Trade Marks and Trade Names 16th ed, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd, Hardback, £369.00, ISBN: 9780414052017

Miller, C John; Perry, David, Miller on Contempt of Court 4th ed, Oxford University Press, Hardback, £195.00, ISBN: 9780198793465


Popa, Liliana, *Patterns of Treaty Interpretation as Anti-fragmentation Tools: A Comparative Analysis with a Special Focus on the ECtHR, WTO and ICJ*, Springer-Verlag, Hardback, £120.00, ISBN: 9783319654874


Schupmann, Benjamin, *Carl Schmitt’s State and Constitutional Theory: A Critical Analysis*, Oxford University Press, Hardback, £60.00, **ISBN: 9780198791614**


MAJOR NEW TITLES THIS MONTH – Continued

see www.wildy.com for further details


---


MAJOR NEW TITLES THIS MONTH – Continued
see www.wildy.com for further details


Wainwright, Tom; Fenn, Emma; Begum, Shahida, *Criminal Disclosure Referencer*, Bloomsbury Professional, Paperback, £75.00, ISBN: 9781784518790


MAJOR NEW TITLES THIS MONTH – Continued

see www.wildy.com for further details

---


Wouters, Jan; De Man, Philip; Hansen, Rik, *Commercial Uses of Space and Space Tourism: Legal and Policy Aspects*, Edward Elgar Publishing Limited, Hardback, £100.00, ISBN: 9781785361067

---

WILDY’S PLANNED TRIPS AROUND THE WORLD IN 2018

* A chance to meet our representatives at conferences and other venues

- 2-4 May, Darwin, NT the Australia Law Librarians Association conference
- 27-30 May, the annual CALL conference in Halifax
- 7-9 June, the Wildy team will be in Birmingham attending the annual BIALL conference
- 14-17 July, the annual AALL conference in Baltimore
- 23-26 July, the annual CARALL conference in Trinidad
- We will also be attending another conference in the Caribbean, details to be announced
- 7-12 Oct, the IBA Conference in Rome

18 WILDY’S BOOK NEWS
Wildy & Sons Ltd are seeking an additional person to join our busy bookshop team at our Lincoln’s Inn branch, WC2. You will be joining our existing team handling the management of customer accounts both online and in person.

Key responsibilities include:

- Handling telephone and e-mail enquiries from customers and processing of orders received
- Assisting customers on the shop floor and providing advice and direction
- Liaising with both UK and international publishers to fulfil orders
- Supporting colleagues within the Customer Service and Subscription teams
- Cataloguing and labelling of books received for our consolidation customers
- The organisation and management of Standing Orders and Supplements and assisting with e-book queries and orders

You will need excellent communication and customer service skills, the ability to be calm under pressure and effectively manage a varied and demanding workload. You should be a good team player able to take direction while also being able to work unsupervised on a day-to-day basis.

We offer a competitive salary and four weeks holiday per year, rising to five weeks after three years, and a positive and friendly working environment where the input and ideas of all employees are valued and encouraged.

To apply for the position please e-mail your cv and salary expectations to Abbie Sinkins on abbie.sinkins@wildy.com. The deadline for applications is February 2018.
**IMPORTANT FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS**

**Williams, Mortimer & Sunnucks: Executors, Administrators and Probate 21st ed**
*General Editors: Alexander Learmouth, Charlotte Ford, Julia Clark, and John Ross Martyn*
Sweet & Maxwell, Hardback, ISBN 9780414064638, £295.00, due February 2018

**Vertical Agreements in EU Competition Law 3rd ed**
*by Filip Tuyltschaever and Frank Wijckmans*
Oxford University Press, Hardback, ISBN 9780198791027, £195.00, due January 2018

**Human Trafficking and Modern Slavery: Law and Practice**
*by Philippa Southwell, Michelle Brewer and Ben Douglas-Jones*
Bloomsbury Professional, Paperback, ISBN 9781784519339, £75.00, due January 2018

**The Law of Tracing in Commercial Transactions**
*by Dr. Magda Raczynska*
Oxford University Press, Hardback, ISBN 9780198796138, £155.00, due February 2018

**Justification and Excuse in International Law: Concept and Theory of General Defences**
*by Federica Paddeu*

**International Law and the Use of Force 4th ed**
*by Christine Gray*
Oxford University Press, Paperback, ISBN 97801988808428, £34.99, due January 2018

**Understanding the FIDIC Red and Yellow Books: A Clause by Clause Commentary 3rd ed**
*by Jeremy Glover and Simon Hughes QC*
Sweet & Maxwell, Hardback, ISBN 9780414034204, £295.00, due January 2018

**The Duty of Care in Negligence**
*by James Plunkett*
Hart Publishing, Hardback, ISBN 9781509914845, £55.00, due February 2018

**Scamell and Gasztowicz on Land Covenants 2nd ed**
*by Steven Gasztowicz QC*
Bloomsbury Professional, Hardback, ISBN 9781784515409, £225.00, due January 2018

**Cultural Defences at the International Criminal Court**
*by Noelle Higgins*
Routledge, Hardback, ISBN 978138893610, £45.00, due January 2018

**Judicial Acts and Investment Treaty Arbitration**
*by Berk Demirkol*
Cambridge University Press, Hardback, ISBN 9781107198463, £85.00, due January 2018

**Joint Operating Agreements: Risk Control for the Non-Operator 2nd ed**
*by Eduardo G. Pereira*
Globe Law and Business, Hardback, ISBN 9781787421240, £175.00, due January 2018
For all your subscription needs – Loose-leaf, Reissue Volumes, CD-ROMs and Journals.

Save time and money

The Wildy Subscription Management Service provides customers, whether firms, chambers or individuals, with a one-stop shop for all your subscription needs. This includes annual and charge by release loose-leaf services, reissue volumes, journals, CD-ROMs and overseas publications, from major publishing houses and smaller specialist publishers.

This subscription service, coupled with our unbeatable textbook management team, means that you will be offered a complete and comprehensive service, from a single supplier, saving you money and time.

COMPARE OUR PRICES TO THOSE YOU ARE BEING CHARGED BY YOUR CURRENT SUPPLIER!
SUBSCRIPTIONS & SUPPLEMENTS

COMPARE OUR PRICES WITH THOSE YOU ARE BEING CHARGED BY YOUR CURRENT SUPPLIER!

SWITCHING TO WILDY COULD NOT BE SIMPLER
WE DO ALL THE PAPERWORK FOR YOU!

NO ANNUAL FEES AND NO MARK-UPS!

FOR ANNUAL AND PAY AS YOU GO SUBSCRIPTIONS SEE:
www.wildy.com/releases

Our website lists all the subscription titles we handle and notes the latest issues in date order. This is compiled by our Subscriptions Department and updated in real time every day.

PAY AS YOU GO SUBSCRIPTIONS IN DECEMBER

Aircraft Finance: Registration, Security and Enforcement Looseleaf, Release 93, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £511.00
Aircraft Liens and Detention Rights Looseleaf, Release 63, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £534.00
All England Law Reports: Consolidated Tables and Index, 1936-2017 (3 volumes), LexisNexis Butterworths, £614.99
APIL Personal Injury Law, Practice and Precedents Looseleaf, Update 45 + CD, LexisNexis Butterworths, £215.09
Atkin’s Court Forms, Volume 9 Part 1 2017, LexisNexis Butterworths, £420.00
Atkin’s Court Forms, Volume 9 Part 3 2017, LexisNexis Butterworths, £420.00
Atkin’s Court Forms, Volume 9 Part 2 2017, LexisNexis Butterworths, £420.00
Beiträge zum ausländischen öffentlichen Recht und Völkerrecht, Volume 268 Subsequent Agreements and Subsequent Practice in Domestic Courts, Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, £92.00
Butterworths Civil Court Precedents Looseleaf, Issue 166, LexisNexis Butterworths, £509.00
Butterworths Family Law Service Looseleaf, Issue 214, LexisNexis Butterworths, £650.00
Butterworths Financial Regulation Service Looseleaf (Full Set), Volume 4 Issue 96, LexisNexis Butterworths, £450.00
Butterworths Financial Regulation Service Looseleaf (Full Set), Volume 3 Issue 96, LexisNexis Butterworths, £550.00
Butterworths Financial Regulation Service Looseleaf (Full Set), Volume 1, 2 and Tables & Index Issue 96, LexisNexis Butterworths, £850.00
Butterworths Immigration Law Service Looseleaf, Issue 110, LexisNexis Butterworths, £399.00
Butterworths Medico-Legal Reports, Volume 158, LexisNexis Butterworths, £203.00
Butterworths Money Laundering Law Looseleaf, Issue 58, LexisNexis Butterworths, £519.00
Butterworths Personal Injury Litigation Service Looseleaf Service, Issue 159, LexisNexis Butterworths, £525.00
Butterworths Property Law Service Looseleaf, Issue 94, LexisNexis Butterworths, £499.00
Butterworths Wills Probate and Administration Service Looseleaf, Issue 102, LexisNexis Butterworths, £399.00
Canadian Criminal Cases: Parts and Bound Volumes, Volume 326-350 Consolidated Index 2017, The Carswell Company Ltd., £195.00
Canadian Criminal Cases: Parts and Bound Volumes, Volume 353 Parts + Bound Volume, The Carswell Company Ltd., £198.00
Charities: The Law and Practice Looseleaf, Release 84, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £312.00
Collective Investment Schemes Looseleaf, Release 70, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd, £452.00
Company Precedents Looseleaf & CD-ROM, Release 40 + CD, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £444.40
Competition Law of the European Community Looseleaf, Supplement 27, LexisNexis Matthew Bender, £625.00
Compulsory Purchase and Compensation Service Looseleaf, Issue 36, Bloomsbury Professional, £225.00
Construction Law Reports, Volume 174, LexisNexis Butterworths, £209.00
Cordery on Legal Services Looseleaf, Issue 100, LexisNexis Butterworths, £268.00
Court of Session Practice Looseleaf, Issue 48, Bloomsbury Professional, £280.00
Cross on Local Government Law Looseleaf, Release 69, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £337.00
Derivatives: Law and Practice Looseleaf, Release 35, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £477.00
Dominion Law Reports 4th Series: Bound Volumes Only, Volume 413 2017, The Carswell Company Ltd., £150.00
Dominion Law Reports 4th Series: Parts and Bound Volumes, Volume 414 Parts + Bound Volume + Index, The Carswell Company Ltd., £195.00
Due Diligence: Law and Practice Looseleaf, Release 63 + CD, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £319.26
E-Contracts Looseleaf, Issue 50, Bloomsbury Professional, £230.00
Emden’s Construction Law Looseleaf, Issue 182, LexisNexis Butterworths, £456.00
Encyclopaedia of Banking Law Looseleaf, Issue 158, LexisNexis Butterworths, £599.00
Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents, Volume 17 Part 2 2017, LexisNexis Butterworths, £565.00
Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents, Volume: Form Finder December 2017, LexisNexis Butterworths, £565.00
Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents, Volume 12 Part 1A 2017, LexisNexis Butterworths, £565.00
Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents, Volume 3 Part 2 2017, LexisNexis Butterworths, £565.00
European Investment Law and Arbitration Review, Volume 2 2017, Brill Nijhoff, £210.00
European Yearbook / Annuaire Européen, Volume 64 2016, Brill Nijhoff, £479.00
Family Law Precedents Service Looseleaf, Update 39 + CD, Family Law, £259.21
Forms and Agreements on Intellectual Property and International Licensing Looseleaf, Release 83, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £545.00
Global Telecommunications Law and Practice Looseleaf, Release 57, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £363.00
Gore-Browne on Companies Looseleaf, Issue 138, LexisNexis Butterworths, £280.00
Gore-Browne on EU Company Law Looseleaf, Update 64, LexisNexis Butterworths, £259.00
Greens Practice Styles Looseleaf, Release 61 + CD, W. Green, £302.50
Halsbury’s Statutory Instruments: Reissue Volumes, Volume 12 2017, LexisNexis Butterworths, £341.00
Handbook of Business Tenancies Looseleaf, Release 75, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £346.00
Handbook of Residential Tenancies Looseleaf, Release 44, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £346.00
Harvey on Industrial Relations and Employment Law Looseleaf, Issue 263, LexisNexis Butterworths, £620.00
Hill and Redman’s Law of Landlord and Tenant Looseleaf, Issue 112, LexisNexis Butterworths, £425.00
Housing Law Looseleaf, Release 51, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £337.00
Inheritance Act Claims: Law, Practice and Procedure Looseleaf, Issue 28, LexisNexis Butterworths, £182.00
Injunctions and Specific Performance Looseleaf, Release 26, Canada Law Book, £183.00
International Computer and Internet Contracts and Law Looseleaf, Release 51 + CD, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £535.70
International Encyclopaedia of Laws: Corporations and Partnerships Looseleaf, Supplement 96 Italy & Tonga, Kluwer Law International, £245.00
International Joint Ventures Looseleaf, Release 6 2017, Juris Publishing, £82.00
International Law Reports, Volume 172, Cambridge University Press, £170.00
International Project Financing Looseleaf, Release 6 2017 + Forms CD, Juris Publishing, £145.00
International Regulation of Finance and Investment Looseleaf, 2017 Release 5, West Publishing Co., £367.00


Irish Conveyancing Precedents Looseleaf, Issue 72, Bloomsbury Professional, £346.50

Journal of Planning and Environmental Law Bound Volume, Bound Volume 1 & 2 2017, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £799.00

Keating on JCT Contracts Looseleaf with CD, Release 36, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £274.00

Law of Limitation Looseleaf, Issue 31, Bloomsbury Professional, £395.00

Law of Loans and Borrowing Looseleaf, Release 63, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd, £419.00

Law of Restitution, 2017-4 Cumulative Supplement, Aspen Publishers, £287.00


Law Reports of the Commonwealth: Volumes, 2017 Volume 5, LexisNexis Butterworths, £561.00


Lubaroff and Altman Delaware Limited Partnership Looseleaf, Supplement 2018 + CD, Aspen Publishers, £361.00

Mellows: Taxation for Executors and Trustees Looseleaf, Issue 57, LexisNexis Butterworths, £230.00

Mithani: Directors’ Disqualification Looseleaf Service, Issue 72, LexisNexis Butterworths, £588.00


Offshore Service Looseleaf, Issue 145, LexisNexis Butterworths, £350.00

Oke’s Magisterial Formulist Looseleaf, Issue 102, LexisNexis Butterworths, £377.00

Potter and Monroe’s Tax Planning with Precedents Looseleaf, Release 28, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £322.00

Practical Intellectual Property Precedents Looseleaf, Release 35, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £507.00

Practical Lease Precedents Looseleaf, Release 55, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £444.00

Practical Lending and Security Precedents Looseleaf, Release 73, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £407.00
Practical Wills Precedents Looseleaf, Release 30 + Larger Binder, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £451.00

Practical Wills Precedents: Precedents on Disc, Release 30 2017, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £351.60

Private Client Business: Bound Volume Only, Bound Volume 24 2017, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £919.00

Property, Planning and Compensation Reports: Bound Volumes Only, Bound Volume 2 2017, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £652.50

Rayden and Jackson on Relationship Breakdown, Finances and Children Looseleaf, Issue 6, LexisNexis Butterworths, £675.00

Recueil Des Cours: Collected Courses of the Hague Academy of International Law (Pay-As-You-Go Volumes), Volume 386 2016, Brill Academic Publishers, £143.00

Ryde on Rating and the Council Tax Looseleaf, Issue 77, LexisNexis Butterworths, £370.00

Scottish Family Law Service Looseleaf, Issue 67, LexisNexis Butterworths, £369.00


Stanley: Taxation of Farmers and Landowners Looseleaf, Issue 41, LexisNexis Butterworths, £265.00

Sumption: Capital Gains Tax Looseleaf, Issue 127, LexisNexis Butterworths, £335.00

Supreme Court Reporter, Volume 137B (Interim Bound Volume), Thomson West, £129.00

Supreme Court Reporter, Volume 137 (Interim Bound Volume), Thomson West, £129.00

Supreme Court Reporter, Volume 137A (Interim Bound Volume), Thomson West, £129.00

Tax Checklists Looseleaf, Issue 38, Bloomsbury Professional, £215.00

Tax on Transactions Looseleaf, Issue 62, Bloomsbury Professional, £380.00

The Charter of Rights in Litigation: Direction from The Supreme Court of Canada Looseleaf, Release 67, Canada Law Book, £205.00

The Digest: Annotated British, Commonwealth and European Cases, Volume: Index A-D 2017 Part 1, LexisNexis Butterworths, £495.00

The Digest: Annotated British, Commonwealth and European Cases, Volume: Index E-O 2017 Part 2, LexisNexis Butterworths, £495.00

The Digest: Annotated British, Commonwealth and European Cases, Volume: Index P-Z 2017 Part 3, LexisNexis Butterworths, £495.00

The Federal Law Reports: Bound Volumes Only, Bound Volume 321, Thomson Reuters Australia, £582.00


The Law and Practice of Registered Conveyancing Looseleaf, Release 83, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £337.00
The Law of Damages Looseleaf, Release 26, Canada Law Book, £219.00
The Laws of Scotland: Stair Memorial Encyclopaedia Consolidated Tables of Cases, 2017, LexisNexis Butterworths, £226.00
The Laws of Scotland: Stair Memorial Encyclopaedia Consolidated Tables of Statutes, 2017, LexisNexis Butterworths, £244.00
Tolley’s Finance and Law for the Older Client Looseleaf, Issue 70, LexisNexis Butterworths, £244.00
Tolley’s Form and Content of Financial Statements Looseleaf, Issue 50, LexisNexis Butterworths, £180.00
Tolley’s Health and Safety at Work Looseleaf Service, Issue 128, LexisNexis Butterworths, £280.00
Tolley’s Pensions Administration and Trustees Looseleaf Service, Issue 121, LexisNexis Butterworths, £285.00
Trading Arrangements in the Pacific Rim: ASEAN and APEC Looseleaf, Release 2017-6, West Publishing Co., £467.00
West Indian Reports: Volumes, Index 1-90, LexisNexis Butterworths, £269.99
White and Summers’ Uniform Commercial Code, 5th and 6th (Practitioner Treatise Series), 2017-18 Pocket Parts, Thomson West, £131.00
Whiteman and Sherry on Capital Gains Tax 5th ed Looseleaf, Release 38, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £271.00
Whiteman and Sherry on Income Tax 4th ed Looseleaf, Release 33, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £271.00
Wurtzburg and Mills Building Society Law Looseleaf, Release 44, Sweet & Maxwell Ltd Subscriptions, £606.00
Yearbook of the European Convention on Human Rights / Annuaire de la convention européenne des droits de l’homme, Volume 59 2016, Brill Nijhoff, £516.00
Why open an account at Wildy’s?

One Contact – You will have one dedicated, friendly and knowledgeable Subscription Team to contact – no various email addresses and call centres to deal with. Just one easy management point for all your subscription supplies.

One Invoice – Choose from weekly, fortnightly, or monthly consolidated invoicing in paper or electronic formats.

One delivery - Our consolidation service means loose-leafs, journals as well as any book orders can be sent by courier on a weekly or monthly basis, or any other frequency required. Any replacement issues will be claimed in advance before customers realise there has been a problem.

By providing a bespoke service we are able to meet individual customer’s requirements

Transparent Pricing - There are No Hidden Mark-Ups or consolidation fees.

Total Subscription Management - Over the years Wildy’s have retained key personnel. We have built-up a wealth of knowledge and experience and excellent contacts with all the major publishers. Our key account status means that all enquiries, claims and orders are dealt with swiftly.

WAMS - Wildy’s Account Management System will allow you to view all aspects of your account online. You will be able to look at invoices issued on your account, outstanding book orders, standing orders and subscriptions. You can also use the Quick Orders tab to place orders using ISBNs- useful if you are ordering a large number of books at once. Also included are various reports that you can either view on-screen or download to your desktop.

Contact the Wildy Subscription Management Team today to find out how we can help:

Matthew Regnard
Vincent Silvester
Wai Hing Lau
Megan Abrahams

Email subscriptions@wildy.com
Telephone 020 7492 0388

LET WILDY & SONS MANAGE YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS AND SAVE YOU VALUABLE TIME!
At the theoretical level, most constitutions in Africa normally provide for the concept of separation of powers with each arm of government assigned defined roles and functions. At the operational level, the Judiciary is regarded as the junior partner with the ‘restrictions’ on funding in terms of spending as it is usually the prerogative of the Executive branch of government to allocate funds to the Judiciary. To what extent is the check and or control of funding affect the operations of the courts? Can in exercise of the doctrine of separation of powers be expanded with regards to the appointment, discipline and removal of judicial officers? What should be the relationship between the two other arms of government and the Judiciary with regards to control of cases to be determined by the courts. All these issues find a way of determining how effective the Judiciary can be in any governmental arrangement and structure. It is particularly challenging in Africa where democracy in practice is still at the embryonic stage especially with regards to the political office holders. The African Union has in place the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights with a provision for an African Commission to determine disputes. How effective is this Commission and how independent is it?

This book, Judicial Independence in Africa set out to interrogate some of these issues and was put together by scholars of varied and diverse experience in and outside university environment tracing the evolution of the Judiciary as an arm of government, its relationship with other arms of government and the media, the operations of the institution in relation to issues of human rights, gender and juvenile justice.

Wahab Egbewole is a Professor of Jurisprudence and International Law at the University of Ilorin
In this volume the authors address for the first time in a single volume the development of ‘schools’ civil law doctrine in Ukraine: Kharkiv, Kyiv, Odessa, Lviv, and others, the general theoretical foundations of civil-law doctrine, the subjects of civil law, doctrines on ownership, contract, delict, intellectual property, personal non-property rights, inheritance, corporate law, securities, family, labor, and housing law, and international private law. The volume concludes with a consideration of the law of civil procedure and alternative dispute resolution.

THE GENERAL EDITORS

William E. Butler is The John Edward Fowler Distinguished Professor of Law, Pennsylvania State University; Emeritus Professor of Comparative Law in the University of London (University College London); Foreign Member, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine and National Academy of Legal Sciences of Ukraine; Associate, International Academy of Comparative Law.

V. Ia. Tatsyi is Academician, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine; Honorary President and Academician, National Academy of Legal Sciences of Ukraine, doctor of legal sciences, and professor.
TURKEY AND THE INTERNATIONAL LAW OF THE SEA

JCL Studies in Comparative Law Series No 16
by
Ekrem Korkut

Price: £65.00
ISBN: 9780854902392
Extent: 266pp
Binding: hardback

A comprehensive account of modern Turkish attitudes, legislation, treaty engagements, and State practice based on historical attitudes and contemporary policies, with extensive use of Turkish language sources mostly unknown to a foreign readership. Following a general introduction to Turkish sources of law, geopolitical position, and elements of maritime power, the monograph focuses on internal waters, territorial sea, the Turkish Straits, continental shelf and deep seabed, exclusive economic zone, high seas, and the marine environment, followed by an extensive bibliography.

Dr. Ekrem Korkut received his first degree in law at the University of Istanbul and his LL.M. and S.J.D. degrees at Dickinson School of Law, Pennsylvania State University.
During the years 2003 - 2006 Uppsala University and WSH published the Uppsala Yearbook of East European Law. For a number of reasons publication of the Yearbook was discontinued after the 2006 issue.

We are happy and proud to be able to resume publication of the Yearbook, now with a broadened perspective. As the title, Uppsala Yearbook of Eurasian Studies, indicates the Yearbook now covers also other disciplines than law, in particular political science and economics. Given recent developments in the Eurasian region this enlarged focus is increasingly relevant and important.

Contents:

Articles
Jonathan Anderson, ”The Soviet Slant – Two Key Factors in Cuba’s Transplant of Soviet Constitutional Principles”
Christian R. Burne, “Ask and You Shall Receive: The Exercise of Military Powers by the Russian President”
Margarita Kozlov, “Russia and the WTO: Russia’s Case Against the EU Concerning the Third Energy Package”
Daria Kozlowska-Rautiainen, “Arbitration law in Poland – the changed and unchanged”
Elena Maslovskaya, “Juridical professionalization of a Russian human rights NGO: a case study”
Katrin Nyman Metcalf, “Aggression in the Information Space – Russia and its neighbours”

Book Reviews
Anna A. Dekalchuk, book review of Russia-EU Relations and the Common Neighbourhood: Coercion vs. Authority

Documents
Translation of The Constitution of the Republic of Crimea
A Step-by-Step Guide to Wills and Probate explains how to write a simple will, and how to deal with the affairs of someone who has died. This new edition is completely revised and updated, and is written in plain language by an author who has many years’ experience in the probate registries. It explains when you can do things yourself and when you need a solicitor. The subjects covered include:

- Making your will: why do it; how to do it; appointing executors, the different gifts that can be made; how to make sure the will is valid and will be put into effect; examples
- Who may apply for probate: how to work out who, of the relatives and friends left behind, is the one to sort out a deceased person’s affairs. Who inherits if there is no will?
- The estate: making sure that all the property and debts are found
- Inheritance Tax: working out if tax has to be paid, how much, and the arrangements for paying it
- Filling in the forms: essential paperwork, with examples. Will drafting/tax law/court forms and precedents updated to April 2017
- Going to court: the procedure for visiting the probate registry to finalise paperwork when this is requested by you and, when not, the procedure for swearing oaths before solicitors
- Administering the estate: collecting together the property; paying the debts, distributing the inheritances
CORPORATE INSOLVENCY PRACTICE
_Litigation, Procedure and Precedents_

2nd ed

by

Professor Mark Watson-Gandy

Price: £95.00
ISBN: 9780854902187
Extent: 552pp
Binding: hardback

The Insolvency (England and Wales) Rules 2016 introduced extensive changes to insolvency practice, precedents and procedures – the biggest change to insolvency for over 20 years. Fully updated to take account of these new rules, which came into effect on 6 April 2017, Corporate Insolvency Practice is the only comprehensive ‘how to do it’ guide for solicitors and barristers to all the most common court applications in corporate insolvency.

Covering areas as diverse as winding up petitions to administrations to the reuse of company names, this practical and accessible book seeks to give the inside track on what the court will expect both in terms of practice and evidence. It also provides the busy practitioner with a range of useful precedents and checklists, and sets out key statutory and practice material for each application.

Packed with precedents, forms, checklists and statutory extracts, Corporate Insolvency Practice ensures you have readily to hand everything you need to prepare and present the most common insolvency applications. The new edition of this title will be an invaluable reference for all practitioners making insolvency applications in the Companies Court.

Professor Mark Watson-Gandy is a tenant at Three Stone Chambers, a specialist commercial chancery barristers’ chambers in Lincoln’s Inn. He is a Visiting Professor at the University of Westminster and a Visiting Lecturer at Cass Business School. He was appointed to the Court of the University of Essex in 2015. Mark gave evidence to the Commons Select Committee on Business Innovation and Skills’ Inquiry into the “Insolvency Service”, to the All Party Small Business Group’s Inquiry into “breaking down the barriers to entrepreneurship” and the Treasury Committee’s Inquiry on “SME Lending”.
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**Wildy Practice Guides**


**English Law**


Agnew, D and Morris, A, *Neighbour Disputes*, £42.00, 2011, ISBN: 9780854900596


Callow, P, *Drink and Drug Drive Case Notes*, £69.00, 2015, ISBN: 9780854901685


Mitchel, Barbara, *Children and Vulnerable Witnesses in Court Proceedings*, £35.00, 2016, ISBN: 9780854901915


*Thomas More Lectures*


38 WILDY’S BOOK NEWS


JCL Studies in Comparative Law


Pasolini’s Italian Premonitions: Same-Sex Unions and the Law in Comparative Perspective, JCL Studies No 8, Moscati, Maria Federica, £65.00, 2014, ISBN: 9780854901357

Teaching Legal History: Comparative Perspectives, JCL Studies No 9, Edited by Jarvis, Robert M., £65.00, 2014, ISBN: 9780854901456


The Legal Regime of Chinese Overseas Investment. JCL Studies No. 11, by Chenyang XIE, £65.00, 2015. ISBN: 9780854901531

Natural Law and Comparative Law. JCL Studies No. 12,Russell Wilcoxx and Anthony Carty (editors) £65.00, 2015. ISBN: 9780854901548


Reflections on the Supreme Court of Ghana. JCL Studies No. 14, Kofi Date-Bah, £65.00, 2015. ISBN: 9780854901562

Interdisciplinary Study and Comparative Law. JCL Studies No. 15, Nicholas HD Foster, Maria Federica Moscati and Michael Palmer (editors) £65, 2016. ISBN: 9780854902101


International, Foreign and Comparative Law


**Civil Codes**

**Studies in Russian & East European Law Series**

**Law in East Asia**


Xi, Chao, *Corporate Governance and Legal Reform in China*, £65.00, 2009, ISBN: 9780854900367


---

**Legal History**


Williams, Graeme, *Death of a Circuit: Being some account of The Oxford Circuit and how it was abolished*, £14.95, 2006, ISBN: 9781898029861


---

**Legal Humour, Memoirs and Illustrated Books**


Millett, Peter, *As in Memory Long*, £25.00, 2015, ISBN: 9780854901586
Looseleaf Updating in Central London

Malcolm Roberts
Woodlands Library Service Limited
Tel. 01634-241458
Email: malcolm@woodlandslibraryservice.com

Sara Hassell
Hassell Free Filing
Tel. 07932060834
Email sarahassell@talktalk.net

Melody Barnes
Sorted Library Services
Tel: 07958 746722
Email: admin@sortedservices.co.uk

Janet Munro
Filing and Library Services
Tel. 07981921054
Email: jmunnel@m3net.net

Fiona Morgan
Filing and Library Services
Tel. 07753 200935
Email: fionamorgan699@gmail.com

Looseleaf Updating outside of London

Melanie Roberts
Library & filing services
Leeds, Manchester and nearby areas
Mobile: 07533 075284
Email: Melanie@robertsmelanie.wanadoo.co.uk

Sheila Wilson
Library/Looseleaf Filing
Bristol and Bath
Mobile: 0777 3872711
Email: shellapotash@gmail.com

Dami Mistry
Looseleaf filing & Library Services
Manchester, Liverpool and Leeds
Mobile – 07947 403 277
Email - dmistry47@hotmail.co.uk

Photocopying and Scanning for Lawyers

Legastat Ltd
57 Carey Street
London WC2A 2JB
Tel. 0800 064 0204
Email services@legastat.co.uk

Gifts

Carbolic Smokeball Co.
Over 500 law-themed gifts for your office
www.carbolicsmokeball.com

Blogs

Lawyer In The Making
A law blog for prospective students, students, academics, legal professionals and anyone interested in law. Contains legal news updates, career updates, study tips, etc.
http://lawyerinthemaking.co.uk

Wildy small ads are done as a free service to the legal community
If you provide a service to lawyers and would like a free ad, please contact us
Wildy & Sons cannot be held responsible for the advertisers and does not necessarily endorse the products and services advertised
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WILDY & SONS LTD

Law Booksellers since 1830

E-mail: info@wildy.com Website: www.wildy.com

Lincoln’s Inn Archway, Carey Street, London WC2A 2JD
Tel: 020 7242 5778 Fax: 020 7430 0897 Subscriptions 020 7492 0388
DX: 343 London Chancery Lane Hours: 8.45 am to 6:00 pm, Monday to Friday

Managing Director: Steven Ross
Subscriptions: Matt Regnard
              Vincent Silvester
              Wai Hing Lau
              Megan Abrahams
Key Accounts: Alden Bowers
              Jason Crimp
              Rob Cornish
              Tina Hartley
              Abbie Sinkins
Bookshop Manager: Charlie Alpera
E-Books: Graham Norfolk
Customer Support: Daniel Higgins

Online Sales:
Overseas Sales & Sets:
Publishing:
Marketing:
IT Support:
Credit Control:

Patrick Butler
Jonathan Sykes
John Pethick
Andrew Riddoch
Ann Vowles
Graham Thomas
Elaine Ross

Also at 16 Fleet Street, London EC4Y 1AU
Tel: 020 7353 3907 Fax: 020 7353 4395
Hours: 9 am to 6 pm, Monday to Friday

John Eaton
North American Account Representative
Toll-free in North America: 1-844-211-4191